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Learning theories are theories whose main concern is to link research with education. In other words, learning theories explain how learning and teaching processes should be and/or should take place. Learning occurs through imitational and modeling while one observes others. The behavior of the teacher has more influence to learners because learner will imitate the behavior of the teacher regardless of whether is good or bad (Omari, 2006).

2.6.1 Contribution of Humanistic theories to teaching and learning.

According to Piaget, every child’s cognitive development goes through these stages in the same order not that he saw the process as either smooth or predictable. Not just through discovery learning with active exploration encouraged but by setting down the age when it was considered that certain concepts and information should be taught. Furthermore, his research methods have also been criticised as too subjective, with a non-standardised question-and-answer technique tailored to the individual. He worked with small samples and usually without collaborators to validate his data and conclusions. The archived articles featured in this knowledge bank can be accessed through subscription to Creative Teaching and Learning and Professional Development Today.

John Case, a researcher in Computer and Information Science at the University of Delaware, provides a brief sketch of the u-shaped curve, common in first language acquisition, and also found in second language learners. The unusual phenomenon of U-shaped learning is found in early childhood cognitive development. For example, a child begins to use the verb ‘spoke’, subsequently, she may use instead ‘spaked’, and, later and finally, she again uses ‘spoke’. Her learning follows a U-shape as in the figure below.

www.cis.udel.edu/~case/slides/nugget-ushape.pdf. DEVELOPMENTAL versus INSTRUCTIONAL